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What are sanctions?
Sanctions are restrictions put in place by international organisations, in particular the United Nations, or countries to achieve a specific foreign 
policy or national security objective. 

Sanctions can include trade sanctions, travel bans, transport sanctions and financial sanctions. Financial sanctions most frequently take the form of 
targeted asset freezes on named individuals and entities (referred to as ‘designated persons’) and can also limit the provision of financial services 
or restrict access to financial markets, funds and economic resources. This advisory focuses specifically on financial sanctions which may impact 
regulated and unregulated Cayman Islands entities.

 
Who must comply?
All legal and natural persons located or operating within the Cayman Islands – not simply regulated persons or persons subject to the Cayman 
Islands Anti-Money Laundering Regulations (as amended) (the “Cayman Islands AML Regulations”) - are subject to the Cayman Islands sanctions 
regime, irrespective of where their activities take place. Any person in breach of an obligation under a relevant sanctions measure will be guilty of 
a criminal offence.

 
Which sanctions regimes apply in the Cayman Islands?
The UK Government passes Orders in Council from time to time extending the application of various UN and UK sanctions (and, prior to 31 
December 2020, EU sanctions) to British Overseas Territories including the Cayman Islands. In addition, the Cayman Islands has the ability to 
impose its own domestic sanctions in certain circumstances under the Cayman Islands Terrorism Act (as amended) and the Proliferation Financing 
(Prohibition) Act (as amended).
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This advisory provides an overview of the Cayman Islands financial sanctions regime, which was updated 
following the United Kingdom’s exit from the European Union, together with an outline of key practical 
steps to comply.
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Did Brexit change the Cayman Islands sanction regime?
The sanctions framework in the UK was amended on 31 December 2020 as a result of the UK’s exit from the EU. At that point, EU sanctions 
regulations ceased to apply to the UK and simultaneously the UK implemented the substance of those regulations into UK law, as extended to 
the Cayman Islands through new Orders in Council. However, while the substantive sanctions are broadly speaking unchanged, businesses have 
been advised not to assume that all aspects of previous EU sanctions now contained in UK law are exactly the same, as in many cases the process 
of recreating the regimes in UK law has required clearer and more specific drafting.

What about US OFAC sanctions?
The sanctions issued by the United States Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) are not directly applicable in the Cayman Islands. 
OFAC screening will not satisfy compliance with the Cayman Islands sanctions regime. However, Cayman Islands persons should note the 
extraterritorial effect of US OFAC sanctions, particularly for Cayman Islands entities owned or controlled by US persons, transactions involving a US 
person or any transactions which are conducted in US dollars. In practice, our clients’ entities generally need to consider OFAC sanctions as well 
as Cayman Islands sanctions and should take appropriate advice from US counsel. 

What is required of all Cayman Islands persons?
All persons subject to Cayman Islands sanctions should avoid breaching sanctions by ensuring that they do not (i) deal with funds or economic 
resources belonging to or owned, held or controlled by a ‘designated person’; (ii) make funds or economic resources available, directly or indirectly, 
to, or for the benefit of, a ‘designated person’; or (iii) engage in actions that, directly or indirectly, circumvent the financial sanctions prohibitions. 
If a person knows or suspects it is in possession or control of, or is otherwise dealing with, the funds or economic resources of a designated person 
it must immediately freeze them, unless it can rely on a legal exception in the legislation or it has a licence from the Governor of the Cayman Islands 
or Financial Reporting Authority (“FRA”).  In many cases there also reporting obligations to the Governor via the FRA. 

What does this mean in practice?
The extent and type of protective measures will depend on the nature of an entity’s business and whether it is subject to the Cayman Islands AML 
Regulations. An assessment of an entity’s likely exposure to financial sanctions, taking into account the specific nature of the entity’s activities, will 
determine appropriate steps to mitigate the risk of breaching sanctions. As a breach of sanctions is a criminal offence, taking a risk-based approach 
is itself a risk-based decision. There are a number of ways Cayman Islands entities can protect themselves from inadvertently breaching sanctions, 
for example, when entering into a contract or transaction or onboarding investors or clients or providing ongoing services. Some practical steps 
are discussed below.

What additional financial sanctions obligations apply under the Cayman Islands AML Regulations? 

In addition to complying with the Cayman Islands sanctions regime, all persons (regulated and unregulated) which are subject to the Cayman 
Islands AML Regulations must have specified policies, procedures and internal controls to ensure compliance with financial sanctions obligations 
applicable in the Cayman Islands. 

These procedures include (i) having adequate systems to identify risk in relation to persons, countries and activities which shall include screening 
actual and prospective customers, investors, beneficial owners, service providers and other relevant parties against all applicable sanctions lists (as 
discussed below); (ii) ongoing monitoring of business relationships allowing for the identification of assets subject to targeted financial sanctions; 
(iii) reporting of record keeping; and (iv) measures for making staff aware of targeted financial sanctions requirements and training on the 
recognition and treatment of transactions subject to targeted carried out by, or on behalf of, any person whose assets are subject to financial 
sanctions applicable in the Cayman Islands. 
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Failure by a person subject to the Cayman Islands AML Regulations to implement such procedures is in itself an offence and an administrative 
breach, regardless of whether any substantive sanctions breach occurs.

In practice, many of these steps may be taken by an entity’s service provider on the entity’s behalf, although the entity retains ultimate responsibility. 
For example, in practice Cayman Islands investment funds are likely to have appointed an administrator, manager or other service provider to 
take the required and other steps on their behalf. Screening will need to be against sanctions applicable in the Cayman Islands, regardless of the 
location of the service provider.

Sanctions screening
The key sources to consider when screening proposed business activities, transactions and dealings with investors/clients, beneficial owners, service 
providers and other counterparties are as follows: 

>> the Consolidated List of Financial Sanctions Targets (“Consolidated List”) published by the UK HM Treasury’s Office for Financial Sanctions 
Implementation (“OFSI”), which provides a consolidated list of individuals and entities designated under UK financial sanctions, including 
those under the UK’s Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 (“SAMLA”) and other UK legislation. At a minimum, all entities subject 
to the Cayman Islands AML Regulations must screen against the Consolidated List. OFSI also maintains a separate list of entities subject to 
specific capital market restrictions, which are not on the Consolidated List;

>> depending on the nature of their business, entities may consider screening against the “UK Sanctions List” published by the UK Foreign, 
Commonwealth & Development Office (“FCDO”), which contains all individuals, entities and ships designated under SAMLA. Unlike the 
Consolidated List, which relates to financial sanctions only, the UK Sanctions List also covers all types of sanctions including not only financial 
sanctions but also immigration, trade and transport sanctions. 

>> the Orders in Council in force in the Cayman Islands; and

>> any “list of designated persons” which may be published by the Governor of the Cayman Islands, from time to time.

 
Other due diligence
Due diligence involves not only screening against applicable sanctions lists, although that is important, but also knowing who ultimately owns and 
controls the relevant investor, client or counterparty. This is necessary because asset freezes and some financial services restrictions will also apply 
to entities that are owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by a designated person. Such entities may not be designated in their own right, so 
their name may not appear on any list. 

An entity is owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by another person in a number of circumstances including, most commonly, if that person 
holds, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the shares or voting rights in an entity. In practice, for example, if it is discovered that an existing 
investor in an investment fund has become directly or indirectly subject to sanctions these assets of the Fund itself may need to be frozen and 
advice must be sought from Cayman counsel immediately.

Frequency
A common question is how frequently screening needs to take place. As ownership and control may change over time, and the population of 
financial sanctions targets is not fixed, screening needs to take place not just initially but on an ongoing basis. Many financial services entities will 
use third party tools which enable screening to take place on a daily basis. However, frequency is a risk-based decision and what is appropriate for 
a bank, say, will not be appropriate for a closed-ended fund. 
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Contractual measures
It is common practice to use sanctions warranties to complement due diligence. These could give reassurance that a Cayman Islands entity’s 
investor, client or contractual counterparty is not owned or controlled by a sanctioned person or engaged in any activity which might result in it, 
and indirectly the Cayman Islands entity, breaching sanctions. Proposing such warranties may also flush out issues which would prompt further 
due diligence. 

In some circumstances it will be useful or necessary to obtain a representation that a counterparty or investor complies with sanctions and, 
potentially, that it maintains its own sanctions compliance policies procedures and will notify the client entity if it becomes aware of specified 
sanctions related events.

On occasions where committing to perform an activity which requires a prior licence from the Governor of the Cayman Islands or the FRA, the 
grant of the licence should be a condition precedent to the contract (or at least the obligation) becoming binding. The contract should anticipate 
what will happen if the licence is not given, or is unduly delayed. 

Processes
It is recommended that entities have a clear process for dealing with freezing funds or ceasing transactions or the provision of other financial 
services, including whether and how to communicate with the relevant customer. Firms are not legally required to advise customers who are 
targets that their account has been frozen. However, entities need to ensure appropriate systems are in place to report or otherwise provide the 
necessary information to the FRA, as required.

When and how do you report sanctions issues in the Cayman Islands?
The Orders in Council, the Terrorism Act and the Proliferation Financing (Prohibition) Act set out specific reporting obligations for relevant 
businesses, which include all regulated entities, together with unregulated entities subject to the Cayman Islands AML Regulations. As well 
as financial institutions, this includes auditors, accountants, dealers in precious metals or stones, legal professionals and real estate agents. In 
addition, persons more broadly have reporting obligations in relation to proliferation related sanctions. In particular, they are required to report to 
the FRA, as soon as practicable, any knowledge or reasonable suspicion that a person is a designated person or has committed an offence under 
the Cayman Islands sanctions regime. Reporting requirements do not apply to information to which legal professional privilege is attached. 

Exemptions and licences
There are specific exceptions under which it is possible to engage in actions which would otherwise be prohibited. Also, persons may apply for 
licences which allow certain activities or transactions to take place that would otherwise be prohibited by the Cayman Islands sanctions regime. 
The Governor of the Cayman Islands has delegated the responsibility to issue licences to the FRA in relation to the majority of sanctions. Licences 
cannot be issued retroactively and are considered on a case-by-case basis. 

What are the penalties for non-compliance?
Breaches of financial sanctions are a serious criminal offence in the Cayman Islands. For example, the offences under the Orders in Council 
typically carry a maximum of seven years imprisonment on conviction on indictment or a fine (or both). As with other regimes, where an offence is 
committed by an entity attributable to the negligence of any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the entity, or with their consent 
or connivance, the director, manager, secretary or other similar officer will also commit an offence. 
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What practical next steps are recommended?
The updated Cayman Islands sanctions legislation presents a timely opportunity for entities to evaluate their current sanctions compliance 
arrangements. This is particularly relevant for entities subject to the Cayman Islands AML Regulations. The Cayman Islands Monetary Authority 
recently stated that based on recent inspections it had identified weaknesses in documentation of initial and ongoing sanctions screening in 
customer files, including policies and procedures in respect to sanctions compliance.

Contacts
Walkers Regulatory & Risk Advisory Group can assist with all aspects of Cayman Islands sanctions compliance, including advice on the application 
of sanctions; preparation and submission of reporting and licence applications to the FRA, review of contractual arrangements, audit of sanctions 
compliance arrangements and training and preparation and review of policies and procedures. Walkers Professional Services can assist with 
sanctions screening on an outsourced basis. For further information, please speak with your usual contacts or one of the following:

BERMUDA    |    BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS    |    CAYMAN ISLANDS    |    DUBAI    |     GUERNSEY    |    HONG KONG    |    IRELAND    |    JERSEY    |    LONDON    |    SINGAPORE
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this advisory is necessarily brief and general in nature and does not constitute legal or taxation advice.  Appropriate legal or other professional advice should be sought for any specific matter.
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